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In this paper, results of Lai, Heyde, and Rohatgi concerning the convergence 
rates for the laws of large numbers are extended for the case of independent 
random variables taking values in a separable Banach space. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be a Banach space and let B* denote the space of all bounded linear 
functionals on B. Let (Sz, 5, P) b e a probability space. Then X: Sz -+ B is 
called a B-valued random variable if for every f~ B*, f(X) is a real-valued 
random variable. In the following we will assume that B is separable unless 
otherwise specified. In that case jJ X 11 is measurable for every B-valued random 
variable X. 
Let {X, : n >, l> be a sequence of independent B-valued random variables 
such that 8X, = 0 and var(X,) < K, n = 1, 2 ,.... Write S,, = CL=, X, , 
n = 1, 2,.... If B is convex in the sense of Beck, it is known (see [l]) that 
(1 +A’, (( -+ 0 with probability one. It is therefore of interest to consider the rate 
of convergence to zero of probabilities of the type P{n-l 11 S,, /I > l } for arbitrary 
E > 0. 
The results of this paper generalize the work of Lai [4] for independent 
identically distributed Banach-valued random variables. This work is motivated 
by the well-known work on convergence rates in the laws of large numbers 
for real-valued random variables (see, for example [3] and [7] where further 
references may also be found). 
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Recall that a random variable X taking values in a normed linear space B is 
called symmetric if there exists a measure-preserving map 0: Sz + Q such that 
P{X o 0 = -x> = 1. It is well known that if X is a random variable taking 
values in a separable normed linear space B, it can be symmetrized by forming 
the difference X - X’ where X and x’ are independent and identically 
distributed B-valued random variables (see, for example [6, p. 241). The 
following generalization of Levy’s inequality will be used often hereafter. 
LEMMA 1. Let B be a separable Banach space, and let X, , X, ,..., X, be 
independent B-valued random variables such that for allf E B*, and j = 1, 2,..., n, 
f (Xi) is a symmetric real-valued random variable. Then for any E > 0 
p{,$JJ~n II sj II > <I < 2p{ll s7z II > c}, 
where S,, = xi=, X, . 
(1) 
For the proof of Lemma 1 we refer to Lai [4], or Buldygin [2]. 
2. RESULTS 
Let B be a separable Banach space and (Q, 5, P) be a probability space. 
Let {X, : n > 1) be a sequence of independent, not necessarily identically 
distributed, random variables on (Q, 5, P) taking values in B. Write S, = 
CLzl Xk , n = 1, 2 ,..., and take Y > 0. Let L( .) be a nonnegative, nondecreasing, 
and continuous function of slow variation. We will prove the following results. 
THEOREM 1. (a) L et t 2 0 and suppose ntL(n) P{Il S, I/ > nll’e}-+ 0 as 
n + co, for all E > 0. Then ntL(n) CL, P(II X, 11 > nl/‘e} -+ 0, for aZZ E > 0. 
(b) Let t > 1. If C,“=, &lL(n) P{II S, 11 > nll’e} < 00, for a2Z E > 0, then 
Qll Xk II’“L(ll Xk II)> < 00, for all k. 
THEOREM 2. For t > 0 the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) ntL(n) P{II S, II > nll+e}--+ 0, for all E > 0, 
(b) ntW PCl~k%n II Sk II > n11r4 + 0, for all E > 0. 
If t > 0, then the above statements are equivalent to: 
(c) ntL(n) P{sup k-+ 11 Sk I] > C} -+ 0, for all E > 0. 
k>n 
THEOREM 3. Let {X,} be a sequence of independent B-valued random variables. 
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Write S, = CL==, X, and assume that med(n-lir I[ S, [I) + 0 as n -+ 00. Then 
for t > 0, the followirag statements are equivalent: 
(a) for all E > 0. 
(b) 2 n%(n) P( 
n=1 
,g& I dir II Sk II - med(n+ lj Sk l/)1 > E> -=c co, 
for all E > 0. 
If t > 0, the above statements are equivalent to 
00 
(c) C +-II,(n) P(sup 1 k-1/r II S, jl - med(k-l17 11 SI, 1])1 > l } < co, 
124 kh 
for all E > 0. 
If, moreover, t > 1, then the condition med(n-1/l 11 S, II) + 0 as n -+ 03 may 
be dropped and in that case (a) is equivalent to . 
for all z > 0, 
for all l > 0. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let X, , X, ,..., be independent B-valued random variables. We first show 
that if rlJr& 3 0, then there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
c i P{II x, 11 > 2nl”E) < P{Jl s, 11 > ?we} 
2-l 
(2) 
for sufficiently large 11. 
We will establish it first for symmetrized random variables. Let X2 be sym- 
metrized X, , and set S,ll = CL, Xt8. For 1 = l,..., n, define 
E, = (w: 11 S18 /I < nllr<,..., jj S&, II < n1/7<, II Xz8 II > 2n1/r~}, 
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and 
F, = {w: 11 Sl* Ij < nllrr,..., 11 Siml I\ < d/re, 11 S,s 11 > nllr,}. 
Clearly E, C Fs for 1 = I,..., n, and 
P{E,} = P{II As18 11 < ?wE,..., 11 s;-_, /I < ?P’E} P(II X,8 11 > 2nlk). 
Now 
WI s,* II < nl”%..., II s;-_, II < ?wE} = P{*myl II si* 11 < ?wE} 
= 1 - P{zpyl 11 s** 11 > f@E) 
> 1 - 2P{ll s;-, /I > ?W,}. 
Since P{ll I!?;-~ II > (I - l)llr E} + 0 as 14 co, there exists a constant c > 0 
such that 
P(II sls 11 < 7wZ,..., (I Sihl 11 < ?N’c} > c for 2 = l,..., 71. 
Thus, cP{jl X: II > 2&r,} < P{F,} for I = I,..., 71. Then 
< 2P{ll S,” 11 > n-E} (3) 
by (1). This holds for all E > 0 and 71 sufficiently large. 
Now S s = S, - S 
distributed: so that 
,,‘, where S,, and S,’ are independent identically 
fyi &a” II > n”‘4 < Pill sn II + II s,l II > ~1’r4, 
< 2P{ll s, 11 > 0 42) 
and it follows, from the assumption and (3), that 
n*L(n) 2 P(II xl* II > d~‘E} + 0, 
24 
for all E > 0 as n + 00. From weak symmetrization inequalities [5, p. 245l 
we have 
P(n-llr 11 x, II - med(n-l/r II X, 11) > E} < 2P(II X1 IId > dl’c}, 
< 2P(ll x,sII > n”Q}, 
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where 11 X, ]I8 denotes the symmetrized real-valued random variable obtained 
from 11 X1 11. It follows that 
dL(n) f P{n-ll’ Ij x, I/ - med(n-i/r 11 Xr 11) > E) -+ 0. 
l=l 
Finally note that n-l/r (1 S, (1 -+p 0 implies n-1/T )I X, (( +p 0 for every I and 
hence [5, p. 2451, med(n+f I/ X, 11) -+ 0 as 71 --f co. This completes the proof 
of part (a). 
For the proof of part (b) let us choose and fix k. Assume first that all X, are 
symmetric random variables. Then for all n > k, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
d 2P{ll s, 11 > nl’Q}. 
Czx=, &lL(n) P{]I S, II > nl/re} < co for all E > 0 implies that the series 
C,“=, d-lL(n) P{II X, II > tall* E converges for all E > 0 and all K. By moments }
lemma [5, p. 2421 it follows that S{ll X, ljPtL(ll X, II)} < co for all k. 
The general case follows by symmetrization and using the weak symmetriza- 
tion inequalities. The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
In the case of Theorem 2 it is clear that (b) 3 (a) and also, that (c) 2 (a). 
We first show that (a) * (b). 
Clearly (a) * &L(n) P{II Sns 11 > nllr,} -+ 0 and it follows from Lemma 1 that 
and hence, that 
A simple use of symmetrization inequalities [S, p. 2471 now yields the result. 
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We next show that (a) * (c). Let t > 0 and suppose that 2i < n < 2i+1. Then 
P(sup k-l/’ 1) S&S 1) > l ] 
k>2” 
by Lemma 1. Using an argument used on page 80 of [3] it follows that (c) holds 
for symmetrized random variables. Finally from symmetrization inequalities 
(l/2) p(;‘Jf 1 k-l”’ /I sk II - meW1lr 11 Sk iI)1 > c> 
< P(sup k-11’ I II s, 118 I > c> 
k>n 
< P(sup k-l/’ 11 Sk’ [/ > c} 
kh 
and since (a) * k-l/r II Sk 11 -9 0 3 med(kl/r 11 Sk 11) + 0, it follows that (c) 
holds. 
In the case of Theorem 3 first note that it will be sufficient to prove the 
equivalence of (a) and (b) for t > 0 and that of (a), (b), and (c) for t > 0. If 
t >, 1, then (a) * n-l/r ]j S,, 11 -P 0 as n + co + med(n-l/r II S, 11) ---f 0 as 
n + co and the equivalence of (a), (b’), and (c’) will follow from the previous case. 
Next note that the results (b) * (a) and (c) ti (u) are trivial. Let us first show 
that (a) 3 (b). Following the proof of (a) * (b) part of Theorem 2 we see that 
(4 * 
5 max 1 I/ Sk /Is 1 > n”“c} < a, 
l<kdn 
for all E > 0. 
Using symmetrization inequalities now we see that (b) holds. 
To show that (a) r;> (c), let t > 0 and suppose that 2’ < n < 2i+1. Following 
the argument used on page 80 in [3] we see that 
< fi g y1 2j%(2’) P{II s,, 11 > 2”rC - 2-l/7}. (4) 
3=0 la=29 
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Now for 2i < n < 2j+r, and every E > 0 we have, by Lemma 1, 
< 2P{IJ S,” 1) > 2(j+1)/7E} 
< 2P(lj S,” )I > @e}. 
It follows from (4) and (5) that 
(5) 
< 2t+2(2t - 1))’ C C 2j(*-l)L(29 P{II S,” II > nl/rc * 2-2/r} 
i=a w&=2’ 
< 2t+3(2t - 1)-l f d-l,&(n) P{II S,* II > nll’c * 2-“/‘}. 
rn=l 
This last sum is finite by assumption. That (c) holds now follows from sym- 
metrization inequalities. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The result in part (b) of Theorem 1 cannot be improved. For, consider the 
sequence of random variables (X, : n >, l} for which 1) X, 11 = 0 for n = 2, 3,... 
and d II X1 llrt < co but 6’ II X1 llrt+6 = cc for all 6 > 0. 
One would like to have a converse of Theorem 1. Unfortunately, this presents 
some technical problems. 
In Theorem 3, the condition med(n-l/r jl S, 11) -+ 0 as n + co is needed only 
in the proof of (c) =P (a) part. For independent and identically distributed 
B-valued random variables it is shown in Lai [4] that for t > 0, and r < 1, 
ii n+lP{sup K-l/r Jj S, I/ > e} < co, 
k>n 
for all E > 0, (6) 
sr &lP{ll S, 11 > #c) < co, for all E > 0. (7) 
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Since a, = P{sup,>, k-l/+ 11 Sk 11 > e} is a decreasing sequence of real 
numbers and &an + 0, it follows from (6) that ntan + 0, and hence that 
a, -+ 0 (t > 0). Thus n--l/’ II S, II hp 0 and it follows that med(n-l/r II S, 11) -+ 0. 
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